The Capitol siege by white nationalists, Trump supporters and militia groups on January 6 that was grown out of a social media-led disinformation campaign has revealed new concerns from internet experts, threat researchers and more. How will tactics evolve, what sites will bad actors migrate to and what types of digital technology will be used to disrupt society in the weeks, months and years to come?
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Reading Resources:

What will misinformation look like in 2030 (and will we be better at spotting it by then)?
(Laura Hazard Owen, NiemanLab)

The Supply of Disinformation Will Soon Be Infinite
(Renee DiResta, The Atlantic)

How to deal with AI-enabled disinformation
(John Villasenor, Brookings)

Survey XII: Digital New Normal 2025—After the Outbreak—Hopes and worries for the evolution of humans and digital life in the wake of the arrival of the COVID-19 pandemic
(Report, Elon University)

Assessing The Real Threat Posed By Deepfake Technology
(International Banker)

Deepfake master behind those viral Tom Cruise videos says the technology should be regulated
(Fortune)